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Abstract
There are several factors that are known to affect research productivity; some of
them imply the need for large financial investments and others are related to work
styles. There are some articles that provide suggestions for early career scientists
(PhD students and postdocs) but few publications are oriented to professors about
scientific leadership. As academic mentoring might be useful at all levels of experience,
in this note we suggest several key considerations for higher efficiency and productivity
in academic and research activities. More research is needed into the main work style
features that differentiate highly productive scientists and research groups, as some
of them could be innate and others could be transferable. As funding agencies,
universities and research centers invest large amounts of money in order to have a
better scientific productivity, a deeper understanding of these factors will be of high
academic and societal impact.
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As research funding becomes less abundant and more competitive, it is more important
than ever to focus on efficiency and productivity. This is because funding agencies want
to see their limited resources have a bigger impact and researchers need increased
productivity to compete for highly-prized research grants. There are several factors
that are known to affect research productivity [1, 2]; some of them imply the need
for large financial investments and others are related to work styles [3, 4]. Significant
economic resources are dedicated to teaching technical research abilities in PhD programs, but few courses are oriented to the consideration of the key elements needed
for scientific productivity. As academic mentoring might be useful at all levels of experience [5, 6], in this note we suggest several key considerations for higher efficiency
and productivity in academic and research activities.
1. Unnecessary meetings disrupt scientific productivity. Usually, the daily agenda of a
University professor is plagued of long meetings. In many cases, those face-to-face
meetings might be replaced by more efficient strategies, such as the use of online
tools for collaborative writing or for polling of opinions. In other cases, the use of a
predefined and short agenda could lead to shorter and more productive meetings
and provide more time for scientific activities [7].
2. Lack of clear priorities affects science. As in other highly competitive areas, having
clear and consistent priorities is needed. The adherence to those priorities should
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be evident in daily activities, avoiding to dedicate too much time (more than
needed or planned) on other tasks (for example, teaching or administrative duties)
[8] and being able to work hard and constantly on research topics.
Having more than one job is good for money but negative for productivity. In
certain areas it is common that professionals have more than one job, particularly
due to economic reasons. Although it could lead to a higher income, it is usually
negative for scientific productivity and quality of life. A scientific career implicates
the need for a dedication that is going beyond 40 h per week, to be able to work
hard and focus on research activities [9].
Depending too much on collaborations is undesirable. A fundamental aspect of
becoming an independent scientist is the possibility of leading projects and initiatives,
which implies the transition to becoming a principal investigator in research projects
and a corresponding author in articles. Although scientists that depend highly on
publications led by others might appear as productive independent researchers (high
publication count, cumulative impact factor and h-index, among others), it is easy to
detect them through bibliometric analysis, a process usually carried out by funding
and promotion committees [10, 11].
Lack of collaborations is negative for research. Science is currently characterized
by interdisciplinary, interinstitutional and international collaborations [12].
Scientists that are reluctant to collaborate with other groups have a lower
probability of getting large grants or being published in international journals.
Some personal myths and fears that make difficult the development of collaborations
might be overcome [13, 14].
Aiming too high or too low is counterproductive. Research projects that do not
aim to incorporate innovative processes or to study novel topics have more issues
in getting funded or published. On the other hand, of particular relevance for
scientists in developing countries, the strategic planning of a research lab needs to
be adjusted to the reality of the context, taking into account the available local
resources [15, 16]. In many cases, the scientific endeavor is a gradual process,
starting with small projects and moving to larger proposals.
Never become tired of writing grants or papers. Usually, funds from competitive
grants are the main fuel for a laboratory. If a professor becomes tired of writing
grant applications it would mean the end of his funding [17]. The same applies to
writing papers [18]. Resilience against internal failures or bad external reviews is an
important trait in science and future success in grant applications will depend on
the products generated by your current research projects (excuses or complaints
are not scientific products).
Do not delegate being the Principal Investigator. An adequate and constant
supervision of lab members is fundamental for a satisfactory functioning of a
research group. It is possible to delegate some administrative, scientific and
academic duties, but the general supervision and direct leadership of a
laboratory is of paramount importance, taking into account the scientific,
ethical and administrative implications of delegating key responsibilities to
personnel without the adequate training or experience.
Try to create a positive working environment. Selection of the best scientific
personnel available is key for scientific success and an adequate nurturing of lab
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members usually creates a positive working environment [7]. Young scientists that
enjoy research and that are open to receive adequate training and supervision are a
key asset in a group.
There are some articles that provide suggestions for early career scientists (PhD students and postdocs) [19, 20] but few publications are oriented to professors [21]
about scientific leadership. More research is needed into the main work style features
that differentiate highly productive scientists and research groups, as some of them
could be innate and others could be transferable [3, 22–25]. As funding agencies, universities and research centers invest large amounts of money in order to have a better
scientific productivity, a deeper understanding of these factors will be of high academic
and societal impact [4, 26–28].
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